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Two killed in gunpowder 
blast at Bulgarian plant

SOFIA: Two workers were killed in a massive gunpowder
explosion yesterday at Bulgaria’s oldest arms and muni-
tions factory in the central town of Kazanlak, the owner
said. A mechanic and an engineer died while adjusting an
arms-making machine and triggering a gunpowder fire,
which then ripped through the depot, the head of the
Arsenal factory, Nikolay Ibushev, told public BNR radio. The
rest of the workers were evacuated and the fire has been
contained, Ibushev added. Poor safety has been a major
problem in Bulgaria’s once booming arms industry, with
explosions causing casualties almost every year. Arsenal is
Bulgaria’s oldest and biggest arms and munitions plant,
which was the only licenced producer of Russian
Kalashnikov assault rifles outside the Soviet Union during
the Cold War. 

Taiwan protests to Japan 
over fishing boat seizure

TAIPEI: Taiwan protested to Japan after one of the
island’s fishing boats was seized yesterday in an area
where Tokyo claims exclusive economic rights. The 50-
ton “Tung Sheng Chi 16” was chased for hours by a
Japanese boat and finally seized 150 nautical miles off
Okinotori-shima, an atoll  administered by Japan. “As
the water around Okinotori-shima is disputed, Japan’s
seizure of the Taiwanese fishing boat is unacceptable,”
said Taiwan’s foreign ministry spokeswoman Eleanor
Wang. “We’ve filed a solemn protest to Japan, demand-
ing the release as soon as possible of the ship and its
crew.” In addition to the Taiwanese skipper, one
Chinese and eight Indonesian sailors are among the
crew, according to Taiwan’s Fisheries Agency.
Okinotori-shima is an uninhabited atoll in the
Philippine Sea which is mostly submerged at low tide.
Japan has claimed an exclusive economic zone across
a wide stretch of water surrounding the atoll. 

Violence in Ethiopia kills 
14, aid groups targeted

GAMBELA: Clashes between different ethnic groups in
west Ethiopia have left 14 dead, while UN and MSF
offices were targeted by angry protesters, local securi-
ty service sources said. The violence was sparked after
an NGO car with an Ethiopian driver ran over and killed
two children from the Nuer ethnic group in a camp for
South Sudanese refugees on Friday, the sources said.
In response, a group of refugees attacked Ethiopians
living around the camp, killing 10 men and women.
Ethiopians from the Anuak ethnic group-traditional
rivals of the Nuer-then marched on the city of
Gambela, killing four Nuer Ethiopians in separate inci-
dents on Saturday and Sunday. “People are angry, we
want revenge. If the police hadn’t got involved, plenty
of Nuer would have been killed,” Addis Alemayu of the
Anuak group said. “With all these refugees coming
from South Sudan, things are only getting worse... this
is our land, we were here before them.” 
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23 dead in Pakistan after 
eating poisoned sweets

LAHORE: At least 23 people have died and dozens of others
fell ill in central Pakistan after eating sweets which police
suspect were tainted with pesticides, officials said yesterday.
Umar Hayat, a resident of the Karor Lal Esan area in Punjab
province, bought the baked confectionery on April 17 to dis-
tribute among friends and family after the birth of his grand-
son. But their celebrations turned out to be short-lived when
ten people died on the same day. “The death toll from con-
sumption of the sweets has now risen to 23, and 52 people
are still being treated at various hospitals,” local police offi-
cial Munir Ahmed said yesterday. He said the dead included
the baby boy’s father and seven of his uncles. Rameez
Bukhari, a senior police officer from the district, confirmed
the incident, adding three people-two brothers who run the
bakery and a worker had been arrested. 

WASHINGTON: The Pentagon thinks it has a
winning argument for why Congress should
allow a new round of military base closings.
The case goes like this: The Army and Air
Force have vastly more space for training
and basing troops than they need, and trim-
ming the surplus would save money better
used to strengthen the military. Congress,
however, has its own logic: Closing bases
can hurt local economies, which can cost
votes in the next election. Besides, some
lawmakers say, the Pentagon has cooked
the books to justify its conclusions or at least
has not finished doing the math.

Lawmakers are fiercely protective of
bases in their district or state and generally
prefer to ignore or dismiss any Pentagon
push to close them. Nearly every year the
Pentagon asks Congress for authority to
convene a base-closing commission. The
answer is always the same: not this year.
And probably not anytime soon, either. In a
little-noticed report to congressional lead-
ers this month, the Pentagon offered a
detailed analysis - the first of its kind in 12
years - that concludes the military will have
an overall 22 percent excess of base capaci-
ty in 2019. The Army will have 33 percent
surplus, the Air Force 32 percent and the
Navy and Marine Corps a combined 7 per-
cent, the report says.

Base capacity is the total amount of
acreage or work space available to support
military forces at places such as a training
range, an air base, a weapons storage site
or an office building. “Spending resources
on excess infrastructure does not make
sense,” Deputy Defense Secretary Robert
Work wrote leaders of the relevant con-
gressional committees on April 12. The let-
ter was meant to support the Obama
administration’s case for a bipartisan base-
closing authority, known as a Base Closure
and Realignment Commission (BRAC). This

mechanism, meant to take politics out of
the process, was used during the 1990s and
again in 2005, but not since.

Base-closing campaign
The Pentagon has not said a lot publicly

about its latest pitch to Congress for anoth-
er commission, perhaps because it sees lit-
tle chance of success. The chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee, Rep
Mac Thornberry, R-Texas, said Thursday that
the House version of the bill that authorizes
military spending for the coming budget
year will stop the Pentagon’s base-closing
campaign in its tracks. The bill will allow
studies to answer the committee’s ques-
tions about excess base capacity, but noth-
ing more.

A big mismatch
In Thornberry’s view, the Pentagon is

selling a half-baked argument. “I’m not
interested in sales brochures,” he said. “I’m
interested in objective data that leads them
to think there is too much infrastructure.”
The data is fairly clear, even if Thornberry
doesn’t believe it is objective. It is derived
from a type of study, called a parametric
analysis, which the Pentagon had not done
since 2004. The new analysis compares base
capacity to the expected shape of the mili-
tary in 2019, when the next BRAC would be
held. It found a big mismatch: 22 percent
more base capacity than will be needed for
the military that is envisioned for 2019. By
that time the Army is scheduled to be even
smaller than today, shrinking from about

475,000 active-duty soldiers to 450,000. The
study calculated the amount of surplus
base capacity in the aggregate, not by indi-
vidual bases. So it does not point to any
particular bases as candidates for shutter-
ing or downsizing. The study concluded
that reducing the overall surplus by about
5 percent would produce savings of $2 bil-
lion a year. The savings would be partially
offset by an estimated $7 billion in closure
costs, including the expense of environ-
mental cleanup, during the first six years.
Military commanders do not like to get
drawn into the debate about base closings,
but they recognize that surplus capacity
has financial implications.

Lt Gen Stephen Lanza, commander of
the Army’s 1st Corps, headquartered at
Joint Base Lewis-McChord near Tacoma,
Washington, sees a national review of base
capacity as a way to search for savings that
could be used to improve “readiness,” or the
combat preparedness, of his and other
forces. “I do think it’s viable to examine,
base by base, where we have infrastructure
... that perhaps is not being utilized proper-
ly,” he said in a telephone interview. “If done
correctly, and if we do it honestly and open-
ly, then perhaps it’s worthy of a discussion
to look at our facilities and see where we
could have some cost-saving measures.”

The Pentagon may have to wait at least
another year before Congress is willing to
open the door to base closings, but it has
some limited authority to act on its own. The
study sent to Congress hinted at this by stat-
ing that BRAC is the fairest approach to
resolving the surplus problem. “The alterna-
tive is incremental reductions” as the
Pentagon cuts spending at military installa-
tions. Those spending cuts, it added, “will
have an economic impact on local communi-
ties without giving them the ability to plan
effectively for the change.”— AP 
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Congress at odds over bases

Lawmakers fiercely protective of bases in their district

Obama to send 250 

more troops to Syria

HANOVER: President Barack Obama said yesterday the US
would send up to 250 more special forces and other military
personnel to Syria to help rebels fight Islamic State group
jihadists. Obama was in Germany for talks with Chancellor
Angela Merkel, and both later met the British, French and
Italian leaders to discuss the battle against IS in its self-
declared “caliphate” across northern Syria and Iraq.

In a speech in the German city of Hanover, Obama hailed
NATO partners’ progress so far in pushing back IS, which he
called “the most urgent threat to our nations”. “A small number
of American special operations forces are already on the ground
in Syria and their expertise has been critical as local forces have
driven ISIL out of key areas,” he said, using an alternative
acronym for the militant group. “So, given the success, I have
approved the deployment of up to 250 additional US personnel
in Syria, including special forces, to keep up this momentum.”

The US forces will not lead the fight on the ground but pro-
vide training and advice to local forces against IS. “These ter-
rorists will learn the same lessons that others before them
have, which is: your hatred is no match for our nations, united
in defense of our way of life,” said Obama. Syrian opposition
group the High Negotiations Committee said boosting the US
military presence to about 300 would be “a good step” and
help “rid our country of this scourge”. “But Syria will not be free
of terrorism until we see the end of the Assad regime’s reign of
terror,” added HNC spokesman Salem Al Meslet.

‘Reinstate ceasefire’
While most world powers agree that IS-which has boasted

of beheadings and other battlefield atrocities as well as terror
attacks in Paris and Brussels-must be defeated, they have
backed different sides in Syria’s complex civil war. Western
powers have offered some support to moderate rebels, while
Russia has sent troops and fighter jets to back the regime of
President Bashar Al-Assad. Aiming to end the bloodshed, all
sides eight weeks ago agreed a ceasefire, but it has been
frayed by escalating violence around Aleppo, with dozens
killed by government air strikes and rebel rockets.

Obama on Sunday pressed for all parties to return to the
negotiating table and “reinstate” the internationally-bro-
kered ceasefire-the clearest indication yet that the White
House believes the truce has all but disintegrated. Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, meanwhile, put some blame
for the lack of progress on the US side. “We came to an
agreement with the Americans for them to use their influ-
ence on these ‘good opposition’ groups and to get them to
leave, so that no one would hinder the destruction of terror-
ist groups,” Lavrov said. “But despite these promises made by
the US, nothing has been done in the two months since.” A
Western diplomat in Geneva told AFP that the truce deal “is
in poor shape, the result very largely of Assad regime attacks
on Syria civilians, towns and marketplaces, as well as on the
moderate armed opposition”.  —AFP

WASHINGTON: Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work speaks at the Pentagon in
this file photo. The Pentagon thinks it has a winning argument for why Congress
should allow a new round of military base closings. — AP 

Ohio authorities seek

leads in slayings

of 8 family members

COLUMBUS: Authorities are scrambling to determine who
killed eight family members in a “pre-planned execution” that
has shaken residents in their rural southern Ohio community.
Attorney General Mike DeWine said at a news conference
Sunday that the killings at four homes near the small commu-
nity of Piketon on Friday was “a sophisticated operation.” Seven
adults and one teenage boy were found shot in the head; three
young children were not harmed. “This was a pre-planned exe-
cution of eight individuals,” DeWine said.

Authorities remained tight-lipped Sunday about details of
the investigation, any suspects or motives for the crime. They
said they found marijuana operations at three of the crime
scenes, but didn’t say if the deaths were linked to pot.
Autopsies were expected to be completed Monday. Pike
County Sheriff Charles Reader said it was clear the family was
targeted, and he’s told the victims’ relatives to arm themselves.
Reader said he didn’t believe safety was an issue for others, but
he said “If you are fearful, arm yourself.”

‘Well planned’
Investigators have interviewed between 50 and 60 people

in hopes of finding leads, and a team of 38 people is combing
wooded areas around the shooting scenes to ensure no evi-
dence was missed, authorities said. “This was very methodical.
This was well planned. This was not something that just hap-
pened,” said Reader, noting most victims were targeted while
they were sleeping. The victims were identified Saturday as 40-
year-old Christopher Rhoden Sr; his 16-year-old son,
Christopher Rhoden Jr.; 44-year-old Kenneth Rhoden; 38-year-
old Gary Rhoden; 37-year-old Dana Rhoden; 20-year-old
Clarence “Frankie” Rhoden; 20-year-old Hannah Gilley; and 19-
year-old Hanna Rhoden.

Hanna Rhoden was in bed with her newborn baby nearby,
authorities said. The infant was 4-or 5-days old. The newborn,
Hannah Gilley’s 6-month-old baby, and one other small child
were not hurt. DeWine said the state’s crime lab was looking at
18 pieces of evidence from a DNA and ballistic standpoint, and
five search warrants have been executed. Since the slayings,
authorities have refused to discuss many details of the crime, a
potential motive, weapons, or the search for the assailant or
assailants. “We don’t know whether it was one or more people
involved in this,” DeWine said.

More than 100 tips have been given to investigators,
who’ve set up a number for people to call as police seek infor-
mation about the crimes. A Cincinnati-area businessman also
put up a $25,000 reward for details leading to the capture and
conviction of the killer or killers. Robin Waddell, who owns the
Big Bear Lake Family Resort just south of Piketon, said
Christopher Rhoden often did work for him as a carpenter and
helped out with his excavation business. —AP

This aerial photo shows two of the locations being
investigated in Pike County, Ohio, as part of an ongo-
ing homicide investigation. Several people were found
dead on Friday at multiple crime scenes in rural Ohio,
and at least most of them were shot to death, authori-
ties said. — AP 

SYDNEY: A Scottish pipe band leads the annual Australia and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) parade in Sydney,
Australia yesterday. — AP 

VILLERS-BRETONNEUX: Some 3,000 Australians marked Anzac
Day yesterday with a somber dawn service in northern France to
honor their forebears who fought in the Battle of the Somme a
century ago. “Today we come together... to commemorate all
who served on the Western Front and to remember those who
never made it home,” Australian Air Force chief Leo Davies said.
The faces of the fallen were projected onto the imposing tower
of the Australian National Memorial, which honors nearly 11,000
soldiers with no known graves.

A sole bagpipe wailed as dignitaries including French
Defense Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian and the governor general of
Australia, Sir Peter John Cosgrove, laid wreaths at the monument
of the cemetery at Villers-Bretonneux.  “The presence of so many
of you underscores the strength of our friendship,” Le Drian told
the crowd, which also included scores of French people. Doug
Morgan, music director at Saint Peter’s College in Adelaide who
led 50 students to the event, said: “We’ve had amazing reception
here. The local people are very hospitable, and still very grateful
for what the Australians did.”   

The Battle of the Somme, which lasted nearly five months,
saw more than a million casualties on both the Allied and
German sides and came to symbolize the futility of World War I.
Each of the 141 days of trench warfare took an average toll of
some 8,500 casualties, but for all that the Western Front shifted
no more than a few kilometers. For the Australian volunteers, the
sacrifice began with a sea journey lasting up to four months. The
spirit shown by the Anzac troops has long been seen as critical in
forging a national identity in Australia as well as in New Zealand,

both fledgling nations at the time. Anzac Day commemorates
the landing of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps
(ANZAC) on the Gallipoli peninsula on April 25, 1915, at the start
of an eight-month campaign against the Ottoman Empire in
which 8,700 Australians and nearly 2,800 New Zealanders died.
The battle of Gallipoli, in modern-day Turkey, is generally seen as
a devastating military failure for the Allied powers against the
German-backed Ottoman forces, who managed to resist the
attempts to break through towards Constantinople. Now synony-
mous with valour, Anzac Day is a public holiday in both Australia
and New Zealand, also honoring veterans from other conflicts,
including South Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam and Iraq.

Held across Australia, the Anzac dawn service has its origins
in a military practice known as “stand-to”, in which soldiers are
woken before dawn to avoid the vulnerability that comes with
the early light, which is notorious for playing tricks on the eyes.
“It was emotional, and it was quite educational to learn about
what the Australians did on the Western Front,” said Craig
Rogers, an Australian defense researcher, after the ceremony.
“Coming out on a morning like this in the cold is a small sacrifice
compared to what those people did for us.” 

The history  also runs deep in the community in northern
France where so many lost their lives. “My father was born in a
village near here,” said Jean-Louis Delauney, whose grandfather
survived a chlorine gas attack during the Battle of the Somme.
“My whole childhood was affected by World War I.” Yesterday is
the 98th anniversary of the battle that liberated the town of
Villers-Bretonneux, near Amiens. — AFP

Anzac Day honors heroes 

of WWI’s Western Front   

BRUSSELS: Brussels’ Maelbeek metro
station, a target in the attacks last
month that killed 32 people, reopened

yesterday under high security.
Standing guard outside and on the
platforms, armed soldiers and security

from Brussels’ transport network
patrolled the station near European
Commission headquarters, where on
March 22 a bomb was detonated on a
rush-hour train, killing 16 people. The
blast came after suicide bombers had
earlier struck Zaventem airport depar-
ture lounge in attacks claimed by
Islamic State.

Commuters who returned to
Maelbeek for the first time since the
attacks on Monday morning were visi-
bly moved. “My heart is beating fast,
I’m not feeling okay,” said passenger
Hanane Attar, who felt the blast in her
office above the station on the day of
the attacks. “It’s quite emotional, very
emotional.” Many stopped to read
messages such as “All together” and
“The greatest of all is love” written on a
wall left by victims’ families and sur-
vivors, who had visited the station in
private. The attacks in Brussels, home
to the European Union and NATO
headquarters, came four months after
attacks in Paris killed 130 people. Links
have been identified between the sus-
pects in the two attacks.— Reuters

Maelbeek station, scene of Brussels 

attack, reopens under high security 

BRUSSELS: A Belgian serviceman stands guard as a train arrives at the
Maelbeek - Maalbeek metro station on its re-opening day yesterday, after
being closed since the 22 March attacks in the Belgian capital. — AFP 


